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ABSTRACT – Day by day the world is being digital
and the dependency on internet is increasing. As internet
became likely one of the basic demands of citizens, so
internet connection should be uninterrupted. In this
paper, an approach using MRMR (Minimum
Redundancy Maximum Relevance) for feature selection
and Random Forest Classifier is proposed to predict
network failures. This approach predicts internet session
failure based on current state of session data once in a
day. The merits of our approach is demonstrated by
accuracy, precision and recall.

As presented in Table 1, “Terminate-cause”
indicates the reason of internet session termination and
occurrence contains percentage of failure for particular
reason, according to our observation ‘Lost-Carrier’ has
the highest number of occurrence (55%) and our model
predicts whether it’s going to be fault because of ‘LostCarrier’ or not.

1. INTRODUCTION
Establishment of smart city and smart homes requires
continuous uninterrupted internet connection and more
bandwidth to be functional. To solve the issue network
monitoring should be real-time and predictive, so that
ISP (Internet Service Provider) can take action before
occurring any failure. The traditional process of telecom
service that requires deployment of hardware devices in
telecom network is costly and slow. Network
softwarization is cost effective and efficient approach
for telecom industry to provide advance services [1].
The two key technologies of network softwarization are
SDN (Software-Defined Network) and NFV (Network
Function Virtualization) [2]. SDN is popular not only
for reducing OPEX/CAPEX but also introducing feature
of Datacenter Interconnection (DCI) [3].
METHODOLOGY
According to our approach, this proposed system
will predict network failure based on current log of user
session. In our dataset, we have the session data
retrieved at every end of days from every user’s
connection. Using Random Forest classifier, we trained
our model to predict the network failure. At the
beginning in our dataset we had seven classes to
classify, but out of them only ‘Lost-Carrier’ is human
independent and responsible for the most session
termination.
Table 1 Terminate cause
Terminate-cause
Occurrence (%)
Lost-Carrier
55%
Admin-Reset
10%
NAS-Error
0.1%
NAS-Request
18%
User-Request
16%
Session-Timeout
0.2%
Port-Error
0.7%
2.

Figure 1 Methodology
2.1 Feature Transformation & Selection
I. Feature Transformation:
Few attributes from dataset we have chosen to apply
on feature selection have string values holding
categorical values. We encoded the string columns of
labels to column of label indices. The indices are
ordered by label frequencies, so the highest frequent
label gets index 0 and the lowest frequent label will get
numLabels. That means, the indices are in [0,
numLabels].
II. Feature Selection:
In classification applications, selected attributes
from datasets are used as the input to the classification
algorithm. In our application we used MRMR algorithm
which selects the closest relevant attributes with class
label [4]. It is a filtering method trying to minimize
redundancy among attributes [5]. This algorithm uses
mutual information, I(x,y) to check similarity level
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between an attribute and class label vector or two
attributes. Mutual information is defined as:
𝐼(𝑋, 𝑌) = ∑ (𝑝(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) log
𝑖,𝑗

𝑝(𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖)

)

𝑝(𝑥𝑖)𝑝(𝑦𝑖)

(1)

p(xi) & p(yi) are marginal probability function and
p(xi,yi) is
joint probability distribution. MRMR
algorithm wants to meet two conditions to select
attributes. They are maximum relevance, maxMR and
minimum redundancy, minMV.
1
maxMR,
𝑀𝑅 = ∑𝑖 𝜖 𝑆 𝐼(ℎ, 𝑖)
(2)
maxMV,

𝑀𝑉 =

|𝑆|
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∑𝑖,𝑗 𝜖 𝑆 𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗)

(3)

where h = {h1, h2,…, hk}.
In the implemented study, Mutual Information
Difference (MID) performs the feature selection, which
is defined as max(MR - MV) [6].
2.2 Classification
Random Forest
During the classification process, multiple decision
tree classification is used because of increasing number
of classification value. The strength of the individual
trees in the forest is responsible for generalization error
of a forest of tree classifier [7]. The combination of all
the tree predictors is the final classification of the
algorithm. The class with highest votes are made from
each decision tree in the decision forest is the final
decision and test data is included in the class.
RESULT AND DISCUSION
The dataset is used for the implemented system is
collected from Telecom Malaysia. We normalized all the
datasets and identified effective attributes for network
failure. Then, as shown in Figure 1, we transformed the
features and executed MRMR for feature selection.
Using Random Forest Classifier, we trained the model
with selected features.
Table 2 Evaluation
Method
Formula
Percentage
3.

Accuracy

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

Precision

TP
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

Recall

TP
TP + TN

* 100

95.44%

* 100

95%

* 100

95%

We evaluated the performance by confusion
matrix, see Table 2. Where, TP, TN, FP and FN
represents True Positive, True Negative, False Positive
and False Negative respectively. The accuracy is
increased with the number of estimator as shown in
Figure 2. We implemented our application with 60
estimators. Because, after that the accuracy achieved
stability.
Therefore, following the aim of this research, the
implemented study can predict network faults to resolve
the issue internet terminations.
CONCLUSION
In this research, a new approach is introduced to
get prediction daily based on session log status. Based
on analysis and MRMR algorithm selected features and
Random forest classifier performed a good result with
95.44% accuracy. This approach can improve customer
satisfaction if ISP take action on time according to the
predictions. Ensemble learning with multiple techniques
can be applied for better result in future.
4.
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